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Bernat baby sport yarn tiny tulips

I've called this tiny Tulips baby blanket not only because it's the color name of the variegated thread I've used, but also because the shells used at this point remind me slightly of the tulips. This baby blanket is made with exactly one ball (802 yards) of Bernat Baby Sport yarn. The point is quite simple,
involving only two repeated rows. In case you would like to use this point for another project, it is a multiple of 8, plus 1. This pattern is my original design. It cannot be published elsewhere or distributed on any other form. If you want to share this pattern, you can post an image to your website with the link
to my original site. You can use this pattern to make items for personal use or for sale. If you sell finished items of this pattern, you should give design credit to Lacy Crochet's blog (lacycrochet.blogspot.com). I put a lot of time and honest work into creating my designs, so please respect my work. Thank
you! Finished size: 37 by 26 inches Bernat Baby Sport, Tiny Tulips color, 1 ball (892 yds) US HOOK SIZE G/6 (4.25mm) Shell: (2 wed, ch 1, 2 wed) all in the same space. Ch 121 freely. Row 1: Shell in 6th ch hook, *ch 1, jump 3 ch, (sc, ch 3, sc) all in the next ch, ch 1, jump 3 ch, shell in the next ch*
through, wed in the last ch. Row 2: ch 3, turn; (sc, ch 3, sc) all in the next shell, *ch 1, shell in the next space ch-3, ch 1, (sc, ch 3, sc) all in the next shell * through, wed in 2nd ch turn ch-3. Row 3: Ch 3, turn; shell in the next space ch-3, * ch 1, (sc, ch 3, sc) all in the next shell, ch 1, shell in the next space
ch-3 * through, wed in 2nd ch-3 spin. Repeat row 2 : row 3 until the blanket is about 37 inches long. Hold on. More baby blanket patterns from my store : Image not available for color: This thread is perfect for knitting beautiful clothes for the new baby in your life. The thread is super soft and easy to care
for, making it a great choice for knitting baby clothes and accessories. Bernat Baby Sport 240-Gram Fil, Little Tulips: Perfect for knitting 100 percent acrylic baby clothes Model 16604444413 Visit the help section or contact us © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Get it by Tue, January 5 -
Tus, January 9, Slatington, PennsylvaniaBernat Baby Sport Yarn - Tiny Tulips - 8.5 Oz. Condition is New. The wrapping is somewhat damaged as seen in the photos. Posted with USPS First Class.See details - Bernat Baby Sport Yarn - Tiny Tulips - 8.5 Oz Jump to main content Please confirm that they
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